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Crises Mongering GrowsinU~S._
M~ost

Serious Problems Same as After WW II, Banfield .Says
Edward C. Banfield, author of
"The Unheavenly City," described
11
Crises Mongering" as "a growing
industry in the United States"
during his lecture to a near
capacity audience last night,
His topic, ''The Myth and
Reality of the Urban Crises,"
described most of the "serious
problems" of the city as result of
a small lower class. Banfield
stated, "Most of the serious
problems in the ciLies are Lhe same
now as they were at the end of
the second World Wax." He added
they were the result of a "largely
small lower class. Every ethnic
group," he said, "has contributed
to the lower class."

N·E\N

MEXzt~

Library Analysis Misses
Late October Target Dat~

Married Student Housing

Private Developers' Help Sought
I£ reports by the Graduate
Student Association and
Albuquerque realtors prove need
for housing plus rent limitations
for students, married student
housing may be on its way to
becoming a reality.
The reports will be made as
part of the investigation by a
committee appointed to
investigate the need for such a
project, revealed an interim report
of the committee from VanDorn
Hooker, University architect.
Need
The committee asks GSA a.nd
the University staff to find the
number of married students
needing low-cost housing; the size,
type artd number of units required
and the level of rent students can
pay.
The realtors' survey would find
the size and location of apartment
units now being built within one
mile of the campus; the rents to
be charged in these units; the
impact of overbuilding on rent
structure in the city and the
long-range look at the future
housing market in the city.
"Once the need for rent
limitations has been established, a
feasibility study must be made to
see if a project c!an be built by
private developers within the rent

limits imposed, assuming the
following possibilities:
The University would provide
land on a long term lease at
minimal cost to the developer; a
federal ptogram such as FHA 236
could be used as a source of
funds, or federal money could not
be used and the developer would
have to arrange his financing from
private sources; or arrangements
would have to be made for
payment • in - lieu - of - taxes to
the city and county," the report
said.
Proves Feasible
If the study proves feasible, the
University staff would prepare a
list of the requirements for the
project including site description,
number of units required, design
criteria, requirements for site
development, limitations on rent,
terms included in the management
agreement and the criteria for
selection and relative importance.
A request for submittal of
proposals would be publicly
advertised. Proposals would be
submitted to a committee
appointed by the Regents to
recommend a developer.
"There are," according to the
report, usome drawbacks to the
use of federal funds under the low
or middle income housing

programs, some of which are the
developer must have a 99 year
lease, or 7 5 years remaining on an
existing lease, or he must own the
property and no preference can be
given students. As long as a family
can qualify income · wise, rentals
are made on a first - come • first served basis.,,
FHA Advantage
The main advantage of the
FHA approach is the low interest
and rent subsidy, the report says.
14
The College Housing Loan
Program of HUD will probably
have money to fund most projects
in this region this fiscal year,, the
report said. ''It is a program
whereby the Federal Agency
purchases University System
Bonds at three per cent interest.,
Advantages would include low
interest money 1 occupancy
restricted to students, use for
purchase of existing apartments
and student families qualifying on
an individual basis for rent
supplement.
Disadvantages listed are
limitations of the amount of
dollar participation by the agency,
University pledge of its assets,
University payment of architect
fees and cost of furnishings and
University operation of the
building.

Check Your Mail-It's Coming
S prittg pre-registration begins , can pick up their packets at their
Nov. 9 for most currettt UNM colleges.
·
students, with the deadline for
Students in law and medicine,
handing in course request cards on and those enrolled in off·campus
Nov. 23,
UNM programs, will register
their departments.
Assistant Registrar Chris Eng through
Eng ruso noted that new and
said that most students will re-admitted students will not
receive pre-registration packets in pre-register, but will have a walk·
the mail on Nov. 9 and may pick through registration on Jan. 20
up class schedules that same day
21.
in the Records office or college andEng
emphasized that students
offices,
remember two pre•registration
However, Eng said that deadlines. First, on Nov. 23
engineering and fine arts course requests must be returned
undergraduate students will by mail or in person to the
obtain registration materials at Registration Center basement at
their major departments, while 1805 Roma NE by 5 p.ill. Second,
nursirtg, pharmacy 1 and human tuition deadline is Dec. 28 at 3:30
and community services students p.m.
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Historical vs. Present
Banfield centered his analysis
of racial di~;;c.dmin~:tt.luu uu Lwo
different types of discrimination,
"historical" and "present." He
stated the real discrimination in
society as stemming from cultural
differences. "I do not deny these
groups have been victims of
discrimination,,. he said.
"It is evident, that since World
War II there has been an
irreversible change towards
minority groups. The main
handicap is not present
discrimination as opposed to
historical.,." He explained
historical discrimination was
inherited from the past in the
form of education and economic

discrimination.
'Crises Mongers'
Banfield took a crack at what
he called "Crises Mongers" by
saying "a real crisis ..rises from a
kind of thoughtlessness and
irresponsibility" among the upper
middle class, politicians,
professors and "especially among
the young." He said they
expected to have the urban
problems solved right away. He
said the media (television) reports
what politicians and bureaucrats
say, producing what Banfield
described as a "spiral of xhetorical
inflation."
He said at 'one point that the
serious problems of the city could
not be solved. "They arise from
problems that are very deep
seated." He added that we
"cannot do without the problems
that need solving the most."
Engendering the Real' One
The author of "The
Unheavenly City" said the
insoluable problems were
contributing to the mythical crises
and ''the mythical crises may be
engendering the real one."
Banfield also said the argument
of young people against
discrimination "is wildly in error"
because they lack a "realization of
the complexities of the problem. ..
(They are}. ready to destroy
democracy because they can't
have everything they want when
they want it."

.Other deadlines include
submission of faculty schedule
changes on Dec. 3, and
confirmation by UNM of student
course requests on Dec, 10.
Students fiOt 'obtaining all
desired classes cart add 1 but not
drop, courses at the walk-through
registration on Jart. 20.
Eng noted that fall
pre-registration was a success,
causing no changes in the Spring
registration plans.
However, Eng asked that the
faculty check the student course
demands carefully, and that
students accurately fill out course
requests, so that each student can
have the courses he desires.

The consultant firm studying
UNM's library has failed Lo tneet
the target date for their final
report on library operations.
In an Oct. 27 letter to UNM
officials, a spokesman for Booz,
Allen and Hamilton, said "We are
not able to get the material
finished and duplicated by the
date hoped for." The report was
to be released late in October,
Although giving no date when
the report would be finished, the
company spokesman said they did
not expect ' 4extensive delay."
"We are having to face the
realities of the time it takes to
produce a report of the caliber we
intend and you are expecting

regarding the General Library,"
Ute spokesman wroLe.
The firm is being paid $30,000
for the study of the staffing,
management of user service,
technical support and other
managerial aspects of the library.
"We have been working to
incorporate the many suggestions
made by the advisory committee,
including reconsideration of the
way some of the specific points
are expressed - as you know,
there were numerous
suggestions," the spokesman said.
Representatives of the
consultant firm visited in
mid-October and consulted with
the library study committee, and
library staff members.

BillAllo'lvs State Option
On Scholarships /or Vets
Today New Mexicans vote on
several amendments, including
amendment five, granting the
power to establish scholarships
paying tuition for Vietnam
Veterans, if they were residents of
N.ew Mexico when they entered
service.
Dru White, president of the
UNM Student Veterans
"Association (SUA), said, 11 This bill
is only an enabling act." The bill
does not give scholarships to
Vietnam Veterans, it only gives
the legislature permission to do

See Related Story, Pg. 3
so.
"It is a state GI bill," he said.
"lt is also a mandate from the
people of New Mexico to other
people of the country to bring the
GI payments up to the WW II
level," said White.
The SVA is a member of the
national association which lobbies
in Washington for increased
benefits and better VA services
for collegiate veterans.
Included in the proposal for
federal benefits is an "up to
$1000 per year tuition, fees and
books allowartce; a $65 per month
increase to the base pay to $240
per rnonth; an additional $15 a
month per dependent; and 48
months of benefits," stated White.·
"How can the federal
government support this increase
in payments?" a student asked
White.

"This bill will pay for itself,"
he said.
"Of the $22 billion that the
government put out for veteran
benefits, they have received $21
billion in taxes because of the
increased salaries of those who
went to college. These figures are
from 1945 until several years
ago," White stated.
"But today, approximately
20·30 per cent of all the men who
went to Vietnam are walking the
streets without jobs ••• veterans
in general have doubled the
national unemployment rate."
"These statistics are from the
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War," White explained.
The present GI bill does not
pay enough for the veterans to be
able to attend school. "A single
student receives $175 per month,
which increases to $205 for one
dependent, and $230 for two
dependents, plus $13 for . each
additional dependent," White
stated.
Generally, White feels the
Vietnam Veteran deserves
amendment five, and all veterans
need the proposed changes in the
present federal GI bill.
14
There are no heroes in this
war, no great battles, no catch
phrases," he said.
"The young vet is unorganized,
therefore he has no political
power," he continued.
It is an unpopular war and
therefore an unpopular vet, and
the "anti-war sentiment has
carried over to the anti-vet
sentiment," he concluded.

Constitution Amendments
Nuclear Test Wa-i-ts-ooi-W--ea-ther--/)eeided--T~Vote--r-s-------~-A mchitka Detonation:

I
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World

Consultant's Feet Drag
The consultant firm studying the
management and service functions of UNM's
library has not met its deadline for
submitting its final recommendations.
They argue they have not had enough
time to incorporate the many suggestions
given them by members of the ad hoc
committee studying their library. Although
pleading the delay is not expected to be
"extensiv~" they give no indication of when
UNM student, faculty and administrators
can expect to get a glimpse of the final

News

report,
While the Booz, Allen and Hamilton
report is not a miracle cure for the library's
problems, it is an important analytical tool
to be used in sorting out those problems.
In order to get some concrete innovation
and re-organization going at the library it is
essential UNM officials have their hands on
that report as soon as possible.
We can only hope this delay is short, and
does not constitute a pre-apology for a
mediocre, half-hearted study.

By Unltod Pross lntornatlonal

Housing Demonstrators Evicted
ROME - Scores of police moved before dawn Sunday to
evict thousands of persons who seized 1700 empty
apartments in a demonstration for more low cost housing. A
police spokesman said there was only minor resistance to the
eviction of slum dwellers who Saturday took over the
apartments which are mostly owned by semi-government or
private groups. Mayor Clelio Darida estimated about 90,000
persons in the Rome area desperately need low cost housing.

G"astro to Visit Chile
WASHINGTON (UPI) - President Salvador Allende of
Chile said Sunday Fidel Castro is expected to visit his
country "within the next 20 days."
Allende, who said he was a Marxist but that his
government was not, said the Cuban communist premier
would come to Chile "when I tell him we're ready to receive
him."
He said he expected "nothing more, nothing less" than a
further strengthening of bonds between Cuba and Chile.
Allende was interviewed on television, NBC's Meet the·
Press.
Asked if Chile might adopt any form of Cuba's brand of
communism, Allende replied, "I do not imitate his methods
or his tactics." But he said he admired Castro, just as he did
many American leaders, particularly Abraham Lincoln.
Although he said his own government was not Marxist, he
said it was "a revolutionary government" which reached
power through elections.

Temper, temper. ..

berna~----------

Barbers Hawk Chances

HARRISBURG, Pa.- State Rep. Max Homer suggests that
barbers hit by the long-hair fad supplement their income by
selling tickets for the Pennsylvania lottery when it begins
next year. "With the new trend in long hair, the availability
of trimmers in our stores and the advent of moonlight
barbers, it has become increasingly difficult for the
professional barber to make ends meet," the Democrat
he says the "new left" and the
legislator
said.
Nazis are the same. How anyone

Right-wing Position Inconsistent

By RICHARD W. SKEEAN
When I began reading the Bema
by Robert Jones in Friday's Lobo,
I, at first, thought I was going to
be treated to the usual boring
right-wing horse shit in which the
writer shows a thorough lack of
imagination and. a general inability
to pinpoint his target,
Jones is different. His
imagination is sta;tling. The article
is not boring. I spent a fascinating
half hour trying to sort out the
fallacies, inconsistencies and
outright contradiction in his
balloon juice diatribe, 1 will try
and point them out in order that
the other reade~s with less time or
patience can make enough sense
out of his article to take issue
with it.
Klan Association
First, he tries to equate the
firing of a teacher from a school
for her political believes with
keeping a man from the Supreme
Court because of his association
with the Klan. There are two
things wrong with this, First,
assuming both people hold
equally "wrong" opinions,
keeping one from the Supreme
Court is simply not giving him the
power to put his opinions into the
laws of the country, while firing
the teacher is denying her a right
to earn a living because of her
believes. Secondly, the Klan is not
a political party, but rather a cult
of racist fanatics,
Evetyone Left
Jones also tries to equate
everyone left of center with
Marxism, then tries to equate
socialism with communism, and
communism with the "nt!W left."
He thtm in efft•ct says that since
"com m u n is t" and "socialist"
partit•s in otlt('t' countries wlwm
viol!1nct! and political harassml'nl
havl' ll!'N1 a way or lift• for
Pagl' 2

centuries have followed suit, the
American "new left" should not
feel indignant if the government
practices it on them.
Sense of Justice
However, the same government,
which he freely admits practices
political harassment will not allow
the triumph of communism
because it has retained its sense of
"justice and freedom for the
individual."
All of these little
inconsistencies are a hit confusing,
but he really takes the cake when

who has the capacity to rend can
connect the most hard core,
fascist right wingers in history
with the "new left" is really
beyond me.
In closing, I hasten to add that
a lot of the "new left" philosophy
is, in my opinon, unadulterated
hogwash, but when a person
undertakes to write an article he
should evidence a lot more
rational JUdgment, and less
rationalizing.

•
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Badgers Losing Ground
MADISON, Wis.- The badger state may soon be without
badgers, says a University of Wisconsin ecologist.
Robert Ruff said, "It's a problem of man destroying the
animal's habitat. The badger's downfall is that it is almost
entirely dependent on the prairie.
"Since the prairies contain some of richest agricultural
soils in the world, most of them in Wisconsin have been
converted to farmland, virtually eliminating the badger's
habitat," Ruff said.

Hughes' Beard Shorn
DES MOINES, Iowa- Sen. Harold Hughes showed up for
a series of weekend appearances clean shaven and said he
shaved off his six-week-old beard "because I couldn't stand it
any longer."
But Hughes admitted the beard, cultivated during the
congr~ssional recess, had unsusual results: "My daughter was
chagrinned, my wife was happy and . the press is still
wondering why I grew it in the first place."
Hughes said he decided to grow the beard "just because I
wanted to" but decided to shave it off "when I had to soak it
in a pan at 2 o'clock in the morning because it was itching so
bad."

Spain expels Dopers
MADRID - Spanish police and health authorities have
recommended a proposal to combat drug abuse, including
expulsion of all foreigners caught using or selling drugs
police officials said Sunday.
'
At present, drug pushers face a minimum sentence of six
years and one day in jail. Dozens of Americans and
Europeans now are in prison for drug offenses.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

Cannikin test might be triggered
later,
"
Meantime, steaming toward the
bleak sedge • covered island in the
E!!stern Aleutian Archipel!ago was
a Canadian boat called
''Greenpeace, Too", manned by a
hand • picked crew opposing the
test.
The captain of the protest
vessel said he planned to stand
offshore when the warhead is
ignited, There was some doubt if
the vessel would arrive off
Amchitka in time for the
explosion.
The AEC, which is firing the
test for the Defense Department,
is making preparations at
Northwest Camp 23 miles fxom
Surface Ground Zero, This is the
place where the blast will be
triggered when all conditions are
right.
Amchitka is about 800 miles
east of the Soviet Union's
Kamchatka Peninsula. And there
have been reports of Russian
Observation Vessels cruising in the
Atomic Energy Commission vicinity.
(AEC) has said its studies indicate
The large Soviet Naval Base at
no such likelihood and that no Petropavlovak is on Kamchatka.
previous underground test has
Amchitka also is 1340 miles
ever set off a shock larger than the west- southwest of Anchorage,
original one _caused by the test.
2500 miles west· northwest of
Stalin issued his first Five·year Seattle and about 2000 miles
fromTokyo.
Plan in 1928, Tsk, Tsk Josef.

ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI)- delay of flights in and out of the
The un~;ert~:~in weather on bleak area.
The White House gave the
Amchitka Island may determine
the timing of the biggest U.S. go-ahead necessary to trigger the
shot last week, and the nuclear
\lnderground nuclear test,
device, which will have the
The 5-megaton nuclear warhead explosive force of 5 megatons of
will be ready for detonation in a TNT, was lowered to the bottom·
mine chamber 587 5 feet below of the shaft ·and placed in the
the surface on Frid!!Y.
room cut out of basalt, The
Timing of the blast will be Iaborous job of stemming the
determined when officials of the 90-inch bore with a specially
Atomic Energy Commission prepared sand • and • pea gravel
decide that all conditions are was begun.
right.
Atomic Energy Commission
Among other things, the AEC spokesmen in Anchorage said this
wants reasonably fair weather in job of stemming the shaft was
order to talte pictures with remote eJCpected to be completed by
cameras. Bad weather in the Friday. But they emphasized that
Eastern Aleutians Sunday and while Friday was listed as the
Monday caused ·cancellation or "readiness date" that the

·Ecologists' Attempts Fail
To Delay AmchitkaBlast
WASHINGTON (UPI)Conservationists lost another legal
battle Monday in their attempt to
prevent the underground nuclear
test on Alaska's Amchitka Island,
scheduled for Friday or later,
They made plans to go to the U.S.
Court of Appeals.
U.S. District Court Judge
George L. Hart Jr, rejected their
petition for a preliminary
injunction, saying that "up to
now" they had shown no
likelihood of proving their case.
The conservationists contend
that the eJCplosion- up to 250
times stronger than the bomb that
destroyed Hiroshima- may
trigger a major earthquake, and
seismic sea waves that would be
felt thousands of miles away, The

New Mexico voters will go to the
polls todqy to vote on .10
amen~me?ts to the New Mex1co
Constitution.
The amendments to be voted
upon are:
No, 1: Reducing the voting age
from 21 to 18.
Nu, 2: Increasing &tate
legislators' compensation from
$20 a day to $40 a day; allowing
per diem payments for service on
interim committees.
No. 3: Extending the
constitutional right of citizens to
bear a.rms for security and
protection to include lawful
hunting, recreation!!\ use and
other lawful purposes.
N o · 4 : R e Pe a Ii n g a
constitutional section requiring a
uniform system of teJCtbooks in
the public schools which cannot
be changed but every silC years,
No, 5: Establishing scholarships
for veterans of the Vietnam War,
No. 6; Allowing different
methods to beused to determine
value of different types of
property and setting a maximum
property tax assessment ratio of
33 1/3 per cent.
No. 7: EJCempting water- user
cooperatives from the state
property tax.
No, 8: Repealing a section of
the constitution requiring a

convention to change a section
req1.1iring extraordinary voting
majorities to change sections
relating to education and elective
franchise.
No.9: Allowing the legislature
to provide for pollution control in
New Mexico.
No. 10: Eliminating a
constitutional requirement for a
statewide property tax levy for
s\.lpport of the public schools.
Ber:ause the U.S. Constitution
takes precendence and since the
26th amendment allows 18year. olds to vote, any New
Mexico qualified voter who will
be 18 by the general election will
be able to vote, whether or not
the first amendment pas~>Cs.
The polls wilt'be open from 8
a.m. until 7 p.m.
_ _..:....:__;__ _ __

Views of Russia
An evening of slides and
disc1.1ssion sponsored by the
department of Modern and
Classical 'Languages at 7:30
Wednesday, Nov. 3 in New Ortega
Hall, room 109,
The presentation will include
Russian tea and music in the
Ortega Lounge following the
meeting.

S enate-Gandidates
Draw for Position
Senate candidates met last
night to draw for ballot positions
for the Senate elections Nov. 16
and 17.
At the same time the Elections
Commission declared three
candidates, Charlie Jones, Louis
Duncan and Fred Basil - Torres,
ineligible to run. Jones was
declared ineligible on the basis
that he ailegedly falsifiPd his
nominating petition while Duncan
and Basil • Torres failed to attend
last night's meeting as required by
ASUNM!aw.
Jones said he would appeal the
decision to the Student Court.
Duncan and Basil • Torres were
unavailable for comment.
Candidates drew for positions
from one to 33 in the following
order:
Mark Chidichimo, John B.
Frank, Jr., Jan Welsh, Atanacio
Maldonado, Jr., Sandra
Jaramillo, John C. Koogler, Judy
Guttmann, Steven D. Rospopo,
Regis M. Clauschee, Chris
Lackmann, Jerry Cordova, David
M. Mains, John N. McSorley,
Cecilia Martinez and Thomas M.
Caldwell.
James R. Chavez, Allan Hisey,
Charles A. Pineda, Mary Beth
Martinez, Jerry L. Buckner, Chris
A. Betts, . Edward Lee Vargas,
John A. Menicucci, Manuel A.
Sandoval, Kathryn L. Rchm,
Bernadette Chavez, Donald D.
Vigil, and Mark A. Hansen.
Patrick W. Gallagher, Michael
Bartholf, Jay Dee Pfannenstiel,
John B. Quintana, and Etnesto M,
Gomez.
-WANTEDPILOTS AND NAVIGATORS

1-

Americn"s lu.rgmt nvlatlon se!'vJee ttL>t.~s
pifot~ nnd navigators for immediate
employment after graduation from the
Univ<>rsity of New Mexico. We wlll pro•
vid~ free flying lessons and pny you
whit(! you nre still in coll~e.

Sound too good to be true? If you :u:e
in good health, have n 2.0 cumulAtive
grade point average and have two
academic years remninmg (undergraduate and/Or graduate), nn Air Foree
commission through ROTC may fulfill
your aviation desires. To find out H
you are eligiblej there arc two Jnitin.I
steps: the Air Force Officer Qualtfying
'rest and n J)h:lsi~oi cxuminntlon.
It costs you nothing to do this, nnd we
:tnnY hnvo w~nt you want. Sec us today
in building Y·l or cull us at 277·4230.

NASA Photograph Courte•y of Hasselblad

~9\f\flJ

+0
The tqultable llle Assurance Society of the United States, New Yo•k, N.Y. An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

96op1e build a b
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For a free 1801 x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept, P, G. P.O. Box 1170, New York, N.Y. 10001
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Swiss Granted Suffrage,

Spare "'••M<dm

3-Wonre1T-Seated in- Hou-se
ZURICH (UPI)- Swiss women
voted their way into both Houses
or Parliament Sunday in what was
the first time in Switzerland's
centuries of democracy that a
general election was open to
them.
Results in shortly before
midnight showed that at least
three women had broken into the
previo1,1sly all-male preserve.
They Wfilre Liselotte Spreng, a
medical <loctor from Fribourg,
Elisabeth Blunschy, a lawyer from
Schwyz - both elected to the
lower House- and Lise Girardin,
a G!lneva city councellor who had
the leap into the ~pper House,
Blunschy, whose election was
the first to be confirmed,
commented: "I hope I'm not
going to be confirmed,
commented: "I hope I'm not
going to be the only woman in
Parliament,"
Fulfilled
Her hope was fulfilled.
She said her special interest in
Parliament would be legislation
affecting the family. Other
matters of concern to her are
social security, housing, and
educational problems; she said.
The irony of Blunschy's feat is
that Schwyz is in the canton
(state) of the same , where she
was not permitted to vote for her
colleagues in the upper House.
Under the Swiss federal system,
the upper House members
represent their cantons, The men

by Charles Andrew~
I'm sure most of you know
;~bout the $3000 plus damage
done to the Civic Auditorium by a
number of ''animaJs" who were
among the crowd attending a
dance there Saturday night. We'll
find out today whether or not
their fun will foree a cancellation
of the Grateful Dead concert set
for Nov, 17. I'll have more to say
on this later, Right now I'm so
pissed I can't even type striahgt,

* * *

bY Anne Hillermon

Ghost Ranch

Joleen Rynearson, Les Woodland. and Dave Morgan, all Agora
volunteers, attended a group meeting of all volunteers at Ghost
Ranch last weekend. About 50 volunteers met and discussed drl,lgs,
suicide and depression, dependency, identity, loneliness and sex.
They met in discussion sessions and encounter groups and beard
from speakers John Caldwell, Albuquerque Suicide Prevention
Center, and S~eve Fields, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Agora Staff 'Relates' at Workshop
50 Volunteers Attend Ghost Ranch Weekend Retreat

Opco 'till ~fidnigllt
C(mar t~r Cm!t::~l.& ,.,de

l':l1

~·U.·H-ti'J

Uses UNION
LETTUCE
on all its
Denver Sandwiches

Band Blends Styles Successfully

·-- -Change

of Schwyz so far have refused to
grant women'~> suHrage in
cantonal affairs,
2 Million
This w!lekend's general election
was the first in which women
could participate. More than two
million of them raised the number
of eligible voters · since tlie last
general election in 1967 by about
60 per cent to some 3.5 million.
Not only was the electorate
larger than ever before, the
number of candi<lates- 1,686was 34 per cent greater than in
1967, when 1251 hopefuls
campaigned.
The election determined who
will occupy the 200 seats in
parliament's lower house. Of the
44,. seats in the upper House,
which represents. the 25 Swiss
cantons in the legislature, 31, also
were at stake. There were 268
women candidates,
Were Barred
Until Feb, 7, the constit~tion
barred women from voting in
national :referend~ms and
elections, or standing for
elections, It was amended in a
nationwide vote by men.
In the last Parliament, the ·
largest factions in the lower House
were the Socialists (51 seats), the
Liberals (50), the Christian
Democratic Peoples Pal;'ty
(45),and the Farmers·
Tradesmen - and Citizens Party
(21).

ACROSS FRO:..t CAMPUS

Another Musical/Lyrical Triumph

"When talking to a potential
suicide, you need to help him ease
the immediate pain life is causing.
Easing that pain is the first goal in
suicide prevention," John
Caldwell said.
Caldwell, of the Albuquerque
Suicide Prevention Center, spoke
to a group of Agora volunteers
during their fi~st workshop last
weekend at Ghost Ranch. About
50 volunteer workers at the
student crisis center attended the
session. Over the weekend they
discussed <!rugs, suicide and
daprcsaion, dependency, identity,
loneliness and sex. The workshop
consisted of small discussion
sections, a general bitch session,
unstructured sensitivityencounter groups and improvised
entertainment.
Omnipotent
''Dependency is seeing other
people as omnipotent. A
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dependent person experiences
himself as lacking the ability to do
certain thinsts that he needs to do,
so he has to find someone else to
do them for him," said Steve
Fields. Fields, from the
department of vocational
rehabilitation, and the volunteers
in the diScussion. group with him
talked about the harm in
dependent relationships,
especially regarding someone who
comes to Agora regularly,
In the session on suicide and
depression, Caldwell briefly talked
about reasons for suicide and gave
statistics on the most common
suicide types. Sometimes, a
sudden disaster will start a person
thinking of taking his own life. In
other cases, the inclination toward
suicide has built up over a lifetime
of smaller disappointments,
All Serious
"Every suicide call is serious.
With some callers, however, we
should see the signs that the
danger is immediate," In such
cases, Caldwell said, the listener
should keep the person talking
and learn his location so he can
send .help.
Saturday night's discussion on
loneliness drew thylargest number
of volunteers.s The session
.reviewed the different kinds of
loneliness and how. to deal with
them.
"We have to learn not to be
afraid of our loneliness,'' Fields
said. "When we are lonely we
should stay with that feeling and
try to experience it, instead of
running from it. Running doesn't
get to the. cause of the feeling."
Through loneliness, Fields said, a
person has a great opportunity for
growth.
How To
In the discussion on sex,
Samuel Roll, Agora consultant
and psychologist, dealt with
questions the group presented;
everything from how to tell
children r.bout Mx to "what is
normal."
"Despite Gay Liberation, it will
still take a long time for attitudes

on homosexuality to change,"
Roll said. "There are too many
myths about it that people take
for the truth."
Other participants at the
workshop were Karen Abraham,
assistant dean of women; Marsha
Landau from Child Guidance; Jim
Trost. from D•Dl'ug; Charlc:;
Archibald, BIA social worker;
Lewis Koplick, obstetrics and
gynecology, BCMC; and Vic
Emerett, consultant on drugs.
Agora is the UNM student crisis
center. Agora volunteers are on
duty 24 hours a day, weekdays
and weekends, to listen to
problems, help with crises and
provide a referral and information
service.

Black Student Union
The Black Student Union will
be giving a banquet Nov. 7 for all
black students attending PNM
and the U. of A. Dinner will be at
7 : 30 p.m. and recognition of
student achievements and special
awards will be presented. Students
planning to attend are asked to
leave their name at the
Afro-American Studies office,
1812 Las Lomas or call the office
no later than Thursday at 5 p.m.
Henry 0. Flipper was the first
black to graduate from West Point

(1877).
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Now that I've introduced Greg

* * *
As long as we're tying up loose
ends here, I'd like to run the tail
end of a "Filmeolumn" by AFS's
Michael Goodwin which got cut
because of length a while back.
It's probably the most interesting
part of a piece he did on French
Canadian cinema:
"But the most startling thing
that happened to me in Montreal
was the movie in the subway
tunnel, See, I was riding along in
the subway, pretty stoned,
when - no shit - this movie
started showing OUTSIDE the
window. I thought I was
hallucinating, but tl friend told me
that it's an experimental system
they're playing with: a bunch of
back · projected panels - each
capable of presenting a series of
frames- synched to the speed of
the subway. In any case, it was
really great, Movies in the subway
tunnels may be the next
underground art form."

Well, folks, it looks likli' the They also make sure that the for something to be used as a
race is on. Scarcely are the youth artist wit! get the e1tposure he follow-up, Maybe a new album
of the nation back in school than needs in the right places. More will be in the works, with word of
the record biz starts flooding the often than not, this phase of the it leaked to Rolling Stone, "If all
market with "product." Yeah, activity is where they fuck up, but else fails, maybe the old album art
like it or not, that's what they call they don't know it- it's just will be scrapped, and the thing
re-packaged.
it, and to the majority of the product.
Blitz
Dec. 1, it's all over and in the
people involved with it, that's just
Finally, the product is released hands of the Great God now what it is, YOU may call it art,
YOU May call it rock and roll, but and the blitz begins. Radio the consumer, who determines if
stations are called to make sure all this effort is for naught. The
what it is, is product.
It comes in square cardboard the product is being exposl!d. record company concentrates on
bo)Ces, 25 or 30 to a carton, Radio ads are taped and making sure there is sufficient
destined for the racks.~ At the possibilities for a local tie·in product in the stores for those
one-stop (the wholesaler to the ("Joey and the Dogshlt Band will who want it. Executives get
small stores), they're finishing up be appearing this week at. , , And ulcers. Then it's Christmas. Good
·inventory week in order to get remember, 'Warm Mud' is cheer. Time to relax. See ya back
ready for the fall release. At the available at.,.") are carefully in the office after New Years.
Because we've got to get started
big stores, the buyers are getting researched, Then they sit back to
invitations to the fall conventions see how it does. If the reviews working the Spdng releases, The
of the major record companies, come in raving, and the public public demands product.
where, amidst much wining and doesn't seem to be reacting, it's
And you thought it was rock
dining, they'll be given a time for some more extreme and roll?
Ed Ward
presentation that could be efforts. Reprints of the reviews go
anything from a discussion on the out to the mailing list. Company
new product by the company salesmen are given incentive
THE NEW YORK TIMES
president to a mul ti·media awards to work the product
REFUSES TO TAKE All AOS FORTHlS BOOK.
locally.
If
they
are
given
incentive
extravaganza in which films and
DOESilTTHAT MAKE IT
live stage acts present the product aw·ards to work the product
REQUIRED REAOUIG FOR YOU?
with- they hope- maximum locatly. If they get it in the
impact. The dealers then order. window of the biggest outlet in
And, the company hopes, they town, if they get a big floor
display inside, they're doing fine.
order lots.
And if everything works out, they
'Work' The Product
The presentation under their may get a Jamaican vacation.
A
'The Day'
belts, the company next sets the
111 111ft'£.
POL.ITICS BV
Time gets tight. The Day gets
wheels of promotion in motion.
nl l
A.M. DUCOVNY
The new release is presented to all closer. A single is released and
,,
AT BOOKSTORES, OR SEND $5.95 TO
the people who read trade worked • .Outlets (reviewers, radio
DSHLEY BOOKS, INC,
magazines with expensive, stations) arc re·serviced. If things
BOX 768, PORT VIASHHJGTON,IIEW YORK
full-page, full-color ads. Then, the ~k good, the artist will be asked
promotion men get ready to
"work" the new product. In the
art department, the final product
of the advertising department is
"implemented."
In-store displays, p.o,s. (point
or sate) posters are designed, and
trade and consumer ads are
readied, "Consumer aids,'' little
goodies designed to attract the
\
potential buyer in the store, are
developed. Special projects
workers make sure they have the
. :; f
"bios'' and the pictures ready to
send out with the promotional
copies of the albums, which go to
/ ( 2300 Central SE
.t ' ' ..
/
f /
Writers, papers, and radio stationn.
Tuesday, Novernber.2, 1971

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding' rings. If the name, Keepsake, Is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."
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RINGS
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,Visit our fire department.

The Federal
Service Entrance
Examination
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Pick up Wednesday's Lobo if
you want to read mor11 about
Rubber D1.1bber, king of the
bootleggers (records, that is). It's
the article by Alternative Feature
Service's Greg Shaw that was
promised a couple of weeks back,
whe!l Ed Ward made mention of
Rubber Dubber's bootleg live
Band album in his "Music
Machine" column. Shaw is the
founder of the "Mojo-Navigator
Rock 'N' Roll News" and has
written articles and reviews for
Rolling Stone, Crawdaddy,
Creem, Fusion, and Vibrations.
He gives a fairly thorough
overview on underground albums,
with most of the attention
fucu&t:d on Ruhbcr Dubbcr and
his polished operation. It's quite
interesting, but already somewhat
dated: Congress finally passed the
bill recently which outlaws such
operations, effective around
January I believe, and it needs
only Nixon's signature to become
law. Score another one for The
Music Industry, and
loss of
potentially dozens of good quality
and reasonably priced Jive
recordings for rock and roll fans.

Shaw above, the l!la~t I can do is
the same for Ed War<!, whose brief
but intelligent record revi!lws
you've been reading all year in his
regular column. He's the same Ed
Ward who used to be associate
editor and famed critic of Rolling
Stone, and w~ fo~nder of
Crawdaddy. If his reviews that WEI
run seem at times inadequate, it'~;
because of space limitations,
Rolling Stone has recentl;Y
published an anthology of the1r
reviews over the last four years,
and it includes some of Ward's
more detailed observations-a
highly recommended book for
anyone interested in where :rock
has been since '67.

·--waiting for ·the smoke to clear record-"When I Paint My
"CAHOOTS''
away,"
The Band
Masterpiece" is written by
The lydcs on "Cahoots" show him-and his brl!nd of surrealism
(Capitol/SMAS 651)
"Cahoots" shows bette!;' than the Band still into a highly pops up in lines like ''Transylvania
any of their three previous albums metaphorical, sometimes biblical, train, circus never came/The
the Ban<! 's gMiUs for synthesis. language: "Who robbed the cradle heroes are all .gone/No trampoline,
On "Music From Big Pink"-their who robbed the grave/Who's the fell without a scream/Who's
first alb~m-:blues and rock and one that asked to be saved/No, no looking for a job."
roll influences are subordinated to answer came." And the group that
Perhaps the Band learned from
wrote and recorded "Across 'rhe Dylan-a master of the
a basic country sound.
If there is a basic sound on Great Divide," "The Night They method-how to use all sorts of
"Cahoots" it's Motown. Listen
musical and lyrical forms in
especially to the introductions to
making one's own music. If Dylan
"Smoke Signal" and '~Where Do
was in fact the Band's teacher, the
We Go From Here?": captivating
Bo.nd has at leaat equalled him,
riffs from the guitar, organ, and
Like Dylan, the Band returns
piano, with a deep throbbing
from explorations into different
bottom from the bass and drums,
kinds of music singing a language
On "Cahoots," the Band's
all th11ir own: "Don't leave me
country past shows up most s
empty handed like a villain in the
rongly in the harmonies and vocal
woods/Prowling around the
styles-the voices still have that
grounds trying to makE~ off with
straining-to-the • · breaking-point
the goods."
quality the Band specializes in,
Peter Katel
The 1890s brass band music so
prominent on their second album
appears through m'l!ch of
"Cahoots"-particularly on "Life
Mountaineering Club
Drove Old Dixie Down,'-' and
Is A Carnival."
There will be a general meeting
"King Harvest (Has S~rely of the UNM Mountaineering Club
mend
Despite the seeming Come)" continues its exploration Nov. 3 at 7:30 p.m, in room
incompatability of some of the of American history in "Shoot 231-E of the Union, Along with a
e I e m.e n t s of the Band's Out In Chinatown."
slide show about rafting down the
Dylan/Burroughs
music-country singing and
Colorado River will be a final
There is a lot of Dylan·style preparation for upcoming
Motown rhythm?-the Band has
managed to blend various musical and even a little William Thanksgiving trips.
idioms without sacrificing the Burrous-style in imagery on the
distinctive character of each style, album. One notices the latter in
Jupiter Hammon was the first
The Motown-country blend is lines like "Frozen fingers at th11
beautiful on "Smoke Signal," a key board/Could this be the big black American who had his
works published in the United
song which also incotporates a reward."
Dylan's influence is all over the States.
Hollywood movie music cliche:
Indian-on-the·warpath-drums. All
this with wonderfully ominous
lyrics: "Went to the movie
matinee/To see the blue coats try
to get away/From a smoke signal
above the trees ... /You don't
believe what they say on the
radio/You don't believe what you
see on the video/Living in the
shadow of a doubt today/Still
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Korpitz, Silver Earn
LeagUe NOiriinatiOilsWith about two thirds of the
season now gone for UNM head
football co11ch. Rudy Feldman,
statistics are taking a mort!
important role in determining
future games.
·
th
n an
.
E ar 1Jer m
e seaso '.
Y
conjecture on how a partJcular
game would co':le out W<?uld
bor~e: on the ~Jd\culous, sJ.nce
stahst.JCs meant vu:tually nothm~.
Surprlses were notf uncommon
th L b m
games, not only or ·. e 0 os,
but for most teams m college
football. Coaches arou.nd the
country re.verberated :bel~, post •
game. sentunents, saymg I was
surpr1sed to see them pass. that
much," or "their defense used
f
· t'o
e didn't think they
orma l. ns,w
·
·
were usmg.
Chances at guessing what the
opponent would do were usually
most accurately handled by the
team scout, who normally sees the
opponent play the week before
his own team faces them. While
Feldman and his crew were
beating Arizona, 34·28 Sawrday
in Tucson, assistant coach Jerry
Hardy, who is also the Lobo
freshman team coach, was
watchittg Utah absorl> a 29-16
home loss to Wyoming, where
about the only notable thing that
happened to the Utes was kicking
specialist Marv Bateman upping
his punting average to 50 yards
even.
"Bateman has bad a 90- yard

punt this year," said Feldman. He
added that with his average
Ba ternan is one of the best
punters in the nation both in
college and professional Jootball.
Hardy said the Utes have been
up and down most of the season,
playing sparkling defense one
week and then good offense the
next. The Utes earlier in the
season found good efforts both
offensively and defensively in
d e f ea t'Jn g th e UTEP M'mers,
32·10 · "They're probably due to
put it all together " commented
Hru:dy. Hardy's freshman team has
a break for about a week before
their Nov, 13 battle with the
UTE
k 1
P frosh squad. A wee ater
the freshmen. are .scheduled to
leave for MexJCo CJty for a game
with the University of Mexico.
Feldman said he was pl(!ased
with the win against Arizona last
weekend, and added that the
performance of some newcomers
to the regular lineups 11ided in the
win.
"Larry Korpitz played a fine
game, I thought," commented
Feldman of this week's nominee
from UNM to the WAC offensive
player of the week. Feldman also
also said that defensive end Lou
Heckroth, playing his first game in
replacement of Oscar Fennell,
who is out for the season, played
a 'good game. Defensive tackle
Don Silver was nominated for the
WAC defensive player of the
week.

One was thin,

fair and cleancut.
One was tall
dark and freaky.
Both were
sensational.
Doak Walker ripped
apart college gridirons
in the late 1940's.
Lew Alcindor "t"'"""'....
same kind of
menace on the
courts in the late 1960's.
"The Doaker,bnd"Big
Le~t Both appointed
this month, to Sport's
,
Immortality team of the last 25
years.
Just part of the great moments
and the great memories that
began before you were born.
All featured in our November
Silver Anniversary issue.
Plus Eugene McCarthy
recalling his days in bush
league baseball.
Sport Magazine for November.
It's starting a small sensation

at your newsstand~ right now.
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Gymnasts Jon Aitken, Bob Chavez, Jim Hruban and Dana Shelley.

Gymnasts Need Recovery
that point," Mitchell said,
By JIM PENSIER.O
ln order to prepare for the
Seemingly the only place where
last year's undefeated WAC :rigors of the season the gymnasts
championship gymnastics team began wol.'king out before sch6ol
could go would be down, but if began,
Injul.'ies Plague On
coach Rusty Mitchell and his team
In intercollegiate gymnastics
have anything to say about it
there might be a different story there are three "all•around" men
entirely. In their eyes there is who enter every event and two
specialists who concentrate on a
always room at the top.
Bf!sides easily capturing the sole event. The Lobos are blessed
WAC crown the Lobo squad was in that they have two strong
rated third nationally behind all-around men in Repp and Jim
Southern Illinois and Penn State Ivicek, "Ivicek is strong in every
and they feel they have a good one of the six events (parallel
chance of topping that if bars, rings, floor exercises, side
horse high bars and long horse)
Mitchell's predictions prove true.
but the side horse," said Mitchell.
Improvement Foreseen
"We should have a better team "Repp was the all-around
champion for the Lobos in his
than last year," was his terse
summary of the team. But things freshman and sophomore years
and there doesn't seem to be any
IU'en't as simple as they would
first appear for although on paper reason why he shouldn't repeat
the squad looks tough, many of this year if his shoulder injury
the best members ru:e currently heals correctly." Mitchell
recovering from injuries." Mitchell interjected," Ivicek and Repp will
clarified the situation somewhat, be up there in every event, they
saying, ' 1all it stands now we're are very strong men."
Another indication of Lobo
weak from the injuries. Joe
Kinkle, specialist in the rings, is st.rPngth and depth is the
out with an elbow injury, Dave consistent quality of their
Repp, our all-around champion is showings last year. Through the
recuperating from a shoulder course of the season they averaged
separation which should take a a total of 167 points in the six
month and a half to heal and events, which is exceptional when
Dana Shelley, who took fourth in one considers that you need an
the NCAA in floor exercises is out average score of 27 points an
with a knee injury. A lot of the event or 9 points each competitor,
kids have nickel guts in that they which is only one off a perfect
keep working out even when
they're injured, which only
aggravates the problem.'' One
thing that only aggravates the
The UNM water polo team
aggravation is that if a player
doesn't work out he often loses battled back through the loser's
his place in the meets which once bracket, after losing a f'rrst round
game Friday, to win the Air Force
lost are not easily regained.
Academy water polo tournament
SIU First Opponent
The injuries and their by edging Wyoming 10-8 in
repercussions brings on the overtime Saturday night.
'1' he double elimination
question of whether the Lobos
will be ready when they open the tournament held al Colorado
regular season on Jan. 10 against Springs, Colo., hosted teams from
the top team in the nation, Utah, CSU, BYU, AF'A, Wyoming,
Southern Illinois. "It depends on andUNM.
Wyoming beat the Lobos 7·6 in
how we recover. If we lose to SIU
it wouldn't be a breaking point the first round of the tourney but
for our season, it would probably the Lobos rebounded by bombing
make it easier to work up from Utah 11·3, edging CSU, 7·6,
defeating Air Force 6·4 and
beating Wyoming 6-4, to set up
the playoff final with the
Cowboys.
Foreign and American
In the championship game
Wyoming led 2-1 early in the first
CarSeruicc
period as Jan War scored the
Lobos lone point. Rick Klatt and
lJG29 Monte Vista 268-7592 War
scored in the second period

score.
Mitchell feels that the upsurge
of student and community interest
has had an indirect offoct on the
team's showing. "We had a
pretty fair turnout last year,
around 3000 a meet, except for
that Iowa State meet where 5000
attended. I'd like to see the gym
filled, as would the team. Face it,
even the football players don't
play for their health, they want to
see someone watching them. The
crowds have come up, but we'd
like to see more," Mitchell added.
The only thing that irks
Mitchell is his relation to the
Univ~rsity. "I'm paid for teaching,
not coaching, but I spend 99 per
cent of my time coaching. l'd like
to get paid on a 50·50 basis from
the physical education and
Athletic deoartment and be on
equal termS with the athletic
department. I'll be talking to
Dean (Chester) Travelstead about
it in the near future."
Gymnastic fans will have an
opportunity to see the team when
they have an intra•squad meet on
Wednesday, Nov. 10 at 7:30p.m.
in Johnson Gym. The sport
combines the attributes of
strength and stamina with the
agility and grace of ballet. When
done as skillfully as the Lobos
have been doing it for the past
two years, it is the ultimate in a
spectator sport.

NM Wins atWater Polo

Jim

Wack

11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:so-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

413 Rom~roSt. N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

2

blocks N.W.

242·4986

to tie the score 3·3 at the half.
A tally by John Driscoll kcp•
the score tied 4-4 at the end of
the third stl'lnza. Each team
exchanged the lead in the fourth
period with neither team able to
get mote than a one point lead.
The Lobos' Eric Hansen scored
three times and teammate Matt
Henry once to send the game into
overtime as time ran out with the
score knotted at 8·8.
Backed by great team defense,
the Lobos held Wyoming scoreless
in the overtime period with War
and Kevin Neilson scoring a goal
apiece to give UNM a 10·8
victory. Driscoll and B:anson
played important roles in the
defense that stopped the Cowboys
in their championship bid.
Ha1;:15en was named the Most
Valuable Player for the second
straight tournament team and
Henry was named to the second
tea~ Each player on the Lobo
championship team received a
championship plaque.
The Lobos will compete in the
Regional·7 NCAA tournament
Nov. 20 at BYU to decide the
team that advances to the NCAA
championships.

(@uurtrr.s
Package Liquor

B:y MICHAEL BLAKE
Alternative Features Service
Late in July of this year, during
the last gril!ly days of my
association with the L.A. .Free
Press, an afternoon phone call
marked· the beginning of a story
which could conceivably lead to
new life for Angela Davis,
. freedom for the L.A. Thirteen,
h!llt a planned round-up of the
nation's political activists, and
curb the ominous growth of
police power everywhere.
Holding the receive1• out, Free
Press City Editor Judy Lewellan
asked if I would "take this call
f:rom some guy who says be
worked for the police or
something." Anticipating another
of the crazy calls that found their
way each day to the Free Press, 1
grabbed the phone, identified
myself and asked the man what he
wanted, hoping to get it over with
quickly.
Didn't Really Know
AL fir&t the caller sounded as if
he didn't really know bow to go
about saying what he wanted to
say, trying feebly to qualify
information he hadn't yet begun
to talk about. Before long,
however, a flood of names, places,
events and identities were coming
over the line. He had worked for
the L.A.P.P. in a super-secret
section designed to keep tabs on
activists and their organizations,
and-more importantly-to
forment conspiracies that would
lead to the annihilation of active
dissent in California.
I immediately halted the
conversatioo. All our lines were
thoroughly tapped and the
information would be utterly
useless .if the cops were listening
in. A meeting in the Wi111hire
section of Los Angeles was set-up
for the next day, an appointment
I agreed to keep with hopelessly
mixed feelings.
Police Informer
What the caller said seemed
coldly precise and unrehearsed.
But be had spilled big beans to a
stranger, on a phone that a police
informer should know wast
closely watched. And there was
the problem of motivation. That
was the most crucial question of
all but it would not be answered
now and perhaps never.
Ironically, the Wiltern Theatre
was showing a suspense film that
starred a bunch of rats. Under the
marquee, Louis Tackwood paced
back and forth in the smoggy
overcast. He looked like the guy I
was supposed to meet and
apparently l looked like the guy
he was supposed to meet.
"Tackwood," he said, reaching
through the window to shake
hands. "Michael Blake, hop in and
let's go get a coke."
In the parking lot of a Pup N'
Taco, Louis Tackwood sipped a
root beer and began to talk, He
looked like anything but a
successful police informer. Grimy,
go-together pants and shirt.
Unshaven. Ripe as a mountain
man. But he began to say a lot of
things that seemed too incredible
to be false. He drew a schematic
of the place where his police
bosses worked; a ninth-floor
secret section of the Los Angeles
Police Department. He penciled in
a floor plan, indicating each desk
jn the office, the names of the
police who sat behind them. He
worked the location of a huge file
on political activists into the
drawing. Even the coffee counter
and the water cooler were
included.
Bust Conspiracies
The office was called the
Criminal Conspiracy Section, but
its primary function was not to
bust conspiracies but to set them
up and then move in. All of it was
done with the aid of informers

3.84 case

seen too m11ny of his brothers and
sisters busted in fram!l·U1JS l'!nd
could take no more. He said this
with anything but cold
conviction, however, and money
had hovered on the periphery
from the start. He expected to get
some bread out of the story of his
career, but he said, 01 Not much,
not much, just enough to make it
worthwhile-you get my point."
Everyone was walking on eggs,
Seemingly Tac)twood was riRking
his life for "not much" money
and a shaky conviction to' get
back at his old employ(!rs,
A few days later at 10 a.m.,
Lou Tackwood and I stood on the
corner in front of the Wiltern. A
white woman was supposed to
rendevous with us and transport
Tackwood to an undisclosed
location. Eventually, a short
woman with thin eyes crossed the
street and looked strangely at me
when she reached our .side. We
looked at each other and knew.
She stepped up, said "I!i," to
Tackwood and they were off.;
Although: I didn't know it then,
the woman was Marilyn Katz, a
long·time peace project worker in
the San Francisco Bay area.
Invented Cover Story
In the almost three months that
followed, Marilyn Katz, Michael
McCarthy, Robert Duggan and
several others would interview
Tackwood many times. While
lengthy tape recordings of
Tackwood's activities were made
the four had to invent a cove;
story explaining Tackwood's new
interest in these people to his
like Tackwood who planted and
gathered information useful in
crushing radical organizations.
Tackwood said he hat: worked
occasionally for two other outfits:
Special Identification and
Investigation and the F.B.I.
AI though the operating
procedures and goals of C.C.S.
and S.I.L overlapped
considerably, they were like any
para-military secret police
organs-viciously competitive.
The 32-year-old agent swung
his monologue toward an even
more revealing topic-his work.
All at once, Tackwood spoke of
gatherJng information on Angela
Davis and George Jackson long
before the shoot-out in San
Rafael. Names of prominent
California activists came into a
swirling stream of consciousness
that touched on a set-up of the
L.A. thirteen, police ordered
murders of top·ranking Panthers,
and suppression of vital evidence
that could bear directly on Angela
Davis' trial.
Knew a Great Deal
Obviously, this was too
important for one person to
handle alone. So I cut off the Pup
'N Taco interview. Tackwood
knew a great deal, far too much to
be invented, and despite his vague
reasons for stepping forward,
someone else had to meet him.
Someone who could make more
sense out of his story.
The first someone was Michael
McCarthy, a man who had risen
from the abyss of poverty and

virtually no education to take a
place in the vanguard of California
activism. McCarthy had close ties
with most of what remains of
California's New Left (including
Huey Newton and George
Jackson, both of whom he met in
prison), had worked fervently
with the Soledad Brothers
Defense Committee and was
about the only reliable person I
knew at the time. He seemed to
be the logical as well as the only
choice.
After a short telephone
briefing, Michael hastily agreed to
meet with Tackwood even though
he was temporarily crippled from
a serious auto accident.
A week later Tackwood had his
first interview with the
recuperating McCarthy. I picked
him up at the Wiltern, drove to
McCarthy's house and stayed out
of sight while he and Michael
talked. McCarthy was
understandably cautious when we
spoke in private-cautious but
excited. More people should see
him, but agent Tackwood, whose
most obvious characteristic was a
penchant for looking over his
shoulder, would have to be
checked out as much as possible
lest he be laying a trap. Another
meeting was arranged with Wiltern
serving as the rendevous point
once again.
Make It Worthwhile
In the meantime Tackwood had
articulated his motivations a little
better. The men he worked for
were too bloodthirsty; he had
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Cookouts
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same flavor with
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superiors. Careful copies of all
TackwQod's information had to
be made. Marilyn Katz knew little
of what she had when Tackwood
walked of.f with her on that
morning in early August.
Tackwo·od W>lS a source of
seemingly endless information on
the activities of the police,
information that most radical
activists would have given years of
their lives to know.
It was not to be known without
a price, however, and that price
turned out to be the agony of
working with and through a 'man
like Louis T~.ckwood. If anyone
ever fit the born-to-lose image it
was Louis Tackwood. He grew up
without a mother in New Orleans,
living with j')is grandmother until
age seven. Then he travelled to
Los Angeles, moving in with a
father who was doomed to death.
The public school system had him
through graduation from high
school. After that it was the
street.
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SCHLITZ
4,39 qt.
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L.A.Police Ag-ent Reve-a.ls_jReal Conspira-cy-1-

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

i'I.Esar:r.A:t:r~~NNp

I

266~0550 7:00am-midnight Across from Johnson Gym

j
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Police-Co1~ruption Refuted- -~-r---- -------- ---NEW YORK (UPI)- The head
of the Patrolmen's Benevolent
Association, Edward J. Kiernan,
said Sundr.y accepting free meals
and h?tel rooms. was not a form
of pohce corruption.
Kiernan said, "A corrupt cop
would have to be one who
solicits." Recalllng his days as a
foot patrolman, Kiernan added, "I
never had any qualms for a friend
to offer me a free meal or a cup of
coffee."
Kiernan made his remarks on a
television interview (WCBS) in

CLASSIFIED

response to two weeks of public
hearings just ended of the Knapp
Commission investigating
allegations of widespread police
con~ption,

K1ernan, who has vehemently
opposed the commission in the
pa,~t,, calle~ th~,h~:r~~gs ~ ','farcde,"
a cm:us, a Wl c un • an a
"fiasco,,, "Every single policeman
in the city of New York has been
maligned • • ·, Kiernan said.
"Cops were out on the street
being shot, mugged and beat up"
while the hearings were in session,
Kiernan added,

ADVERTISING
WHERE: Joumalism Buildln&'. Room
1!05, afternoons prc!erablr or mail.
Classified Advertis!ng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1,40) per time run. If ad Ia to
run five or more con&ecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Pa)'lllcnt must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

5) FOR SALE

PERSONALS

AGORA-When you need somebody to liswu, we Jl iJOl ~here. Talking, reasoning,
and coffee no extra. Any twenty.four
hours. Northwest corner Mesa Vista. 2778013 11/5
EUGENE GALLEGOS is a young, liberal,
intelligent and articulate Democratic
contender for District One U.S. Congress in 1972. He was a McCarthy delegate to Chicago in 1068 1 and is a leader
In Democratic Party reform. If YOl.l
would lil<e to meet with Gene at UNM
November 3, pl<>ase call 256-1043 between
11 a.m.-6 p.m. In Albuquerque and leave
name: or Citizens for Gene Gallegos,
P.O. Box 2498, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
Phone 988-1068. 11/2
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS,
Hospitalization Insurance. Pays up to
S450 for maternity, I•'or info telephone
242·1217. 10/27

2)

LOST &FOUND

FOUND-Man's ring, Mitchell Hall 108.
May claim Rm. 20G, Journalism. 11/G
FOUND-One brown curly-haired female
puppy, Found Oct, 30 ncar Union. Call
Sam 2fiu-71287. 11/fi
LOST: Military I.D, Reward. ASTRID
TOPP, 110 HOKONA ZUNI. 277·4883.
11/8
FOUND-2 kittens, gray nnd white, call
;:uu•u wa, Uetore '.l:uu. J..L/'l

FOUND near campU!J, Brown, ahort-hnlred,
remale puppy. 344-4G02 cvl'ningn. 11/G
LOST: Very dark oealpoint Siamese Male
in 300 block of Princeton SE. $100 rewar<l. Cnll 21Hi-3UR. 11/3
LONG BROWN LEATHER WALLET of
srcut n~:ntlmcntal -.·aluc. Al~o ID'o. om;;.
28·0180 on Ash St. Call 247-4636, Dar•
barn. 10/20
LOST: CHOCOLATE TIP SIAMESE cat.
Flea Collar. Reward. 2UlC Girard SE.
2G5·7497, 11/2

3) SERVICES
TUTORING-all subjects-all levels. Ex·
pcrlt>nced, rcrtlfled or coll~c teachers.
CERTJio'IED TUTORING SERVICE 296-8100. 12/7
PAINTING: Rt'fl!:ono.blc 1-!cnt. FnEE ES·
TJMATES. CaU nlter 5:30, 266·1071,
11/li
XEROX COPIES of your thcsls-Fa:Jt and
rew:onable service. Arrangemento Unlimlted-107 Girard SE. 2GG-8379. 11/G
CLOTHES MADE TO ORDER. Speelal·
izcd Mexican shirts, Yucatan embroidery.
268·8912. 11/4
SUPPORT YOU~R~L~O~C~A~L~A~NY~T_H_J_N_G.
Queen, Senate, cnur.e. Dumper stickers
made to order. Good rates. Call NMUDC,
243-GlSO. Days, 11/4
RESIDENTIAL TYPEWRITER AND
ADDER. Service, cleaned and repaired,
Reasonable J)ricOl. Call 242·5064, week
days and weekends. 8·8. 11/6
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Wedding, You or
Whatever, 242-75G8. 12~~ c - ·~~~--C •- -·

KASTLE 205s with Marker Bintlingl!
Lang() Boots, size 8%. Bnrrecrafter poles.
Used 1 sen.~on. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $160. Sec McDonald at Journalism
205 after 4.
1065 MUSTANG, VS-289, Automatic, Air
Radio. Call 255-5973. 11/4
FIREPLACE WOOD for snlll UNM Student.
247-9170. 11/8
SINGER INDUSTRIAL SEWING MA·
CHINE, ~·~ h.p. motor. 266-4095, 11/2
DELLS ON SALE only $5.00 at Lobo
Men'a Shop. 2120 Central SE. 243-6954.
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER. Dual
RPPakE'r-Automntl~
!.E-V!.'l Recordinrr.
277-4296. 20,12
KODAK INSTAMATIC Super 8 movie
camera. New.uGreat Color. $40. 277·
5365. 11/2
NEW 1971 ZIG ZAG SEWING MA·
CHINES. These machines have built
In controls for sewing on buttons, monograms, etc. $35 each. Cash or terms,
United Freight Sales. 3920 San Mnteo
N~. Open 9 til 9. Sundays 12·5. tin
NEW 100 WATT COMPONENT SET,
AM-FM multi-plex sereo-radlo with
black out dial and built in stereo S-track
recorder player. With large DSR changer. And huge 6 air suspension speaker
system. Comparo at $450. Limited sup·
p)y-$1!)9,95 each, Cash or terms. United
Freight Sale3, 3920 San Mateo NE. Open
9 til 9. Sundays 12-G. tfn
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $80·$110. 441
Wyoming NE. 255-5987, 12/20

6) EMPLOYMENT
MF.N. l'RT!l $76.00 a We('K
rwerage. Part Time, 242·05G8. Allk for
Mr. Garcia. 11/2
HELP WANTED GRADUATE STUDENTS, MALE. Save-Way Liquors, 5704
Lom8!1 Blvd. NE. Phone 25fi·2052, 11/fi
INTERNATIONAL JOB~ Europ~
South America, Asia, Australia, U.S.A,
Openings In all fields-Social Sciences,
Business, Sciences, Engineering, Educa·
tlon, etc. Al8!1kn construction and pipeline work. Earnings to $500 weekly,
Summer or permanent. Paid expenses,
bonuses, travel. Complete current information-only $8.00. Money back
guarantee. Apply early !or best opportunities-write now Ill International
Employment, Box 721-N-191, Peabody,
Masse.chusetts, 01060. (Not an emploYment a,geney). 10/29
cor.y;~r.E

7) .MISCELLANEOUS
HARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $30.00
eac:b. New Arrlva!JJ from England. Abo,
Navajo rugs, many Interesting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave. NW.

•

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Political Science Majors
Undergraduate political science
majors are asked to attend a
meeting Nov. 2 at 3:30 p,m. in
the Political Science Conference
Room, 313 Ortega Hall.

Women Wanted
Any woman interested in
counselling, advising or helping
other women, please come to The
Women's Center in Mesa Vista
Nov, 2 at 12:30 p.m.

Guess Who
The Guess Who. and Gypsy will
play at a concert Nov. 6 in
University Arena as part of
Homecoming festivities. Tickets
are $4 in advance for UNM
students ($4.50 for others), will
be $1 more the day of the
concert.

U.S. Field Army Band
The Women's Committee of the
Chamber
of
Commerce
is
sponsoring the United States Field
Army Band and Soldier's Chorus
on Nov. 2 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Civic Auditorium. The official
touring band of the U.S. Army
has appeared before presidents
and other dignitaries worldwid~.
Tickets are free, but must be
picked up in the ticket office on
the first floor of the Union.

Philosophy of Education
Meet

r!'be 22nd annual meeting of
the Southwestern Philosophy of
Educntion Society will be held in
Albuquerque Nov. 4·6. Meetings
will be at the UNM Union and the
Sheraton Weste~n Skies Motel.

Boycott Committee
The Albuquerque Boycott
Committee has its weekly meeting
Wed, Nov; 3 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Chicano Studies Center. The
meeting will deal with Cesar
Chavez's calling a one month
Moratorium on non-union lettuce.

Traineeships
Under the provisions of a
Training Grant in Rehabilitation
Counseling from Social and
Rehabilitation Services,
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, a limited number of
traineeships, for study at the
Masters degree level, are available.
They pay $1800 per academic
year plus tuition and fees.
Students with undergraduate
majors in human behavior are
encourag~d to apply by Dec, 1 for
the second semester, Contact Dr.
L.C. Bemardoni or Dr. W.R.
Fishbu1•n, Department of
Guidance and Special Education.

Attention Speech People!
Students interested in any ai;pect
of speech are invited to attend a
meeting Wednesday, Nov. 3 at
7:30 p.m. in the Union, room
253.

Poli Science Majors
There will be a meeting of all
undergraduate political sciei:lcti
majors Tuesday, Nov, 2 at 3:30
p.m. in the Political Science
conference room, 313 in New
Ortega Hall.
0

'Saturday Morning'
An encounter group film
entitled "Saturday Morning" will
be shown today at 7 and 9 p.m. in
Keller Hall. Admission is $1 for
students, $2 for adults, with
proceeds going to children's
psychology service, The audience
will be asked t_o evaluate the film.
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FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER
E't'ery Tue. 5-6 PM
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Counseling

Any women interested in
Filmmakers
The filmmakers of UNM and the counseling, advising or helping
ASUNM film Committee will women, please come to the
present "A Garden of Delights' 1 Women's Center today at 12:30 in
Thursday, Nov, 4 in the Union Mesa Vista Hall.
Theatre at 6, 8 and 10 p.m.
Admission will be 75 cents. The·
film was produced and shot here
in Albuquerque and deals with
student life.

11

Speech Meeting

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at University

f
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1 Calling U

Making love Is great. But why should you diminish the pleasure by
having to worry about getting her pregnant? After all, It's your future
(and the future of someone close to you) that's at stake.
If you really give a damn about your life and hers ... then you'll want
to prevent accidental pregnancy, BY using one of today's gossamerthin, supremely sensitive condoms that keep the pleasure in sex, but
remove the worry.
And now you can obtain these remarkable new condoms without any
embarrassment, by ordering them privately by mall ... from Population
Planning Associates. The 11 top-quality brands we offer are electron·
loaliy tested and meet rigorous FDA standards.
Fast Delivery-Money Back Guarantee
Discover how sensitive condoms can be. Send -~ust $4 for a deluxe
sampler pack of 13 assorted condoms, plus an llustrated brochure
describing our complete selection. The deluxe sampler contains 3 dlf·
ferent brands, Including the Fetherllte from England, the very thinnest
latex condom· available In the U.S., and the extremely popular Naturalamb, made of highly sonsitlvo natural animal membrane for maximum
transmission of heat and sensation. Or send just $1 and get our exclusive Imported condoms: 2 Fetherlltes and the Jlre-shaped NuForm, plus
the brochure. For brochure alone, send only 25¢. All orders are filled
the same day received and sent In a plain package. If not delighted,
you may return the unused portion of your order for a full refund. Mail
the coupon today.

Tuesday, November 2,1971
C:unpus Cru::ade for Christ; Union
room 231-A; 9·10 a.m.
Dean of Student!l; Union room
231-B; 9·11 a.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union room 231-B;
6:3Q-9 p.m.
Uhuru-Sasa; Union room 250A·B;
7·11 p.m.
Kappa Chapter UNM Dames: Union
room 25Q-E; 7:3Q-9:30 p.m.
Young Republicans; Union room
231D·E; 7:3Q-9:30 p.m.
Tables in Lobby; Agora; 8 a.m.-5
p.m.
Tables iD Lobby; Student V~..tcrans;
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Hand Crafted Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO:XS
FACETED STO~ES, )UXERALS

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SA~ r:ILIPE XW

247-2513

rI -------------------------1I
Populatlon Plannin& Associates

1
1
11

105 North Columbia Dept. H·475
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

name

Please rush me in plain package:
0 Deluxe sampler of 13 assorted

=:ad"-d;: :re=-=5=5---------- 1

~f~,~~sih~ ~J~:~-1~fn b~e~~~rtir~

and tile Naturalamb made of nat·
1 ural animal membrane, plus illusbrochure, just $4
I 0trated
2 Fetherlites: 1 NuForm, plus
I brochure, just $1
1 0 Illustrated brochure only, 25¢

4) FORRENT

Iplease print)

1

H

city

zip

I enclose payment in full
your money.back guarantee.

I

I
16 7 II
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I
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1 BEDRM. Cochiti SE., 1 wk. Call 296·
1073 after li:30 untU pd. 11/G

5) FORSALE
CUSTOM ?rlADE BELTS, Purst'!!l, l~tbe;
girts. The Mind Shalt, 106A Comcll
12/8
VW BUS. Motor just rebuilt and rebuilt to
run. Good body and tire~. 1964. $925,
2G6-7786, 11/G
2 J, B. Lansing D131E' 12" speakers. Exc.
Cond. Call 2G5·4657. 11/4
NEW SHIPMENT Used suede and
lrother coats. $2.50 and up. 'l'HE BEAD
SHAMAN, 401D San Felipe NW. Old
Town, 842·0588. 11/5 .
USED FUR COATS, $15.011-$30.00, while
they last. THE lJEAD SHAMAN. 11/lG
ONE SIAM RUDY, .92 carat: t~o Amethysts, .45 a.nd .50 carats. . All are
genuine stone. Prlc~ negotiable. Call
268-374~ a£ter 6:00 p.m. 11/5
8.x87 SPARTAN TRAILER. Call Mel,
Ext. 41i32 days, 877·02G9 evenings, 11/G
1115
1970 HONDA CD4GO•. Excellent cond.
Extras. Must sell S700. 24S..7184. 11/8
'46 Chev. pick-up, n~ engine, mechan~
!~all~ excellent. $300. 2GG-S2!l2 •. 11/G
USED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS &
Rl't'ordg, llrothers Music. 1831 Central
N\V, 242-3745, 11/li
suEDE s:PoRTCoAT. · Sil!c 4o.
new, Excellent quality, $75. 242-0445.
11/4
TUn'I'LENECK SWEATERS. Large selec•
tion in many colors and rnbrica. Lobo
Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE. 243·6954.
10/19
67 TRlUMPH-200 Collector's item. Extra.
. wheel.<l, parts. 247•2148, Dennis, 11/5
1963 VW completely overhauled engine.
$GOO. Call Saturday only. 296-0111. 11/5
TIES ONLY $2.GO. Excellent selection In
beautltul colon!. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
. Central SE. 243-6064, 10/19
LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS br Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120
Central SE. 10/16
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University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (thars"-'20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
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